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Introduction
Specialist in brain injury cases- spinal injury cases for adults and children.
Other specialties include claims for amputees, pain and somatoform disorders.
In the way his career has developed both at the junior bar and in silk, he has been instructed almost exclusively by those
acting for Claimants, save for one or two occasions when insurance companies have sought his assistance. The majority of
his work over the past 14 years in silk has been for clients with severe brain injuries, be they adults or children, the injuries
resulting as the consequence of accidents or by way of clinical negligence.
Each case of severe brain injury is unique and experience has taught him that it is unwise to generalise about outcomes,
much depends upon the individual and the support they receive. Practising in this speciality has meant that the experts on
both sides of the litigation divide are known to him, as are the centres of excellence for rehabilitation of the brain injured.
Ensuring the inclusion of the client who may lack capacity to make decisions for himself re his claim, or in the management
of his affairs, is vital and integral to the way he works. Visiting the client and his or her family at their home, hospital or in his
rehabilitation unit is essential so as to gain a better understanding of the important issues in their lives. This means that he has
visited most parts of England and Wales in the course of his work. Gerard has chambers in Liverpool, Manchester, Leeds,
London and Birmingham, if a meeting in an office environment is required.
His approach to this work is to encourage and promote teamwork between client, solicitor, counsel and their expert advisors.
He always wishes to be instructed at the outset of the case if possible, so as to influence its direction and choice of experts to
assist the client.
He uses the same approach outlined above to other areas of his practice which includes managing claims for spinal injury,
amputees, complex regional pain syndrome and other somatoform disorders.
Most cases settle by negotiation rather than trial in court. One of his particular interests is the preparation for and conduct of
the negotiations which may lead to the conclusion of the case. His aim is to anticipate well in advance the arguments to be
deployed against his client , to gather the evidence and serve in advance of the meeting so as to defeat those arguments.
What the Directories Say:
“Much admired for his ‘robust demeanour and his ‘brilliant analysis of a case'”. Chambers UK
His client work is second to none; he has a clear, practical attitude which the clients really appreciate. Chambers UK
Gerard Martin QC is particularly known for his successes in personal injury claims, but is also an excellent choice to handle
high-value clinical negligence cases. He wins particular praise for his client care skills. Chambers UK
A favourite going back many years for his decisive judgement calls that stand the test of time. Legal 500
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I am indebted to Gerard Martin QC. He agreed to accept instructions, on a CFA, in one of the most complex cases I have had
the pleasure of dealing with in my short career. Very early on in the case Gerard had to trust my judgment, in the absence of
supportive evidence. That trust delivered when a settlement was reached in December 2011.
Grant Evatt, Senior Solicitor, Blake Lapthorn.
Coordinator of the APIL Military Special Interest Group
“Gerard has always proven to be an extremely approachable Silk, who consistently goes that extra mile for my catastrophically
injured clients. His advice is always thorough, clear and comprehensive. Gerard is also tenacious and when it comes to
fighting in relation to important issues he knows how to get it right…” – Helen Shaw, Potter Rees Solictors
Gerard is a first class QC and I would highly recommend him to any team. As a solicitor specialising in brain injury cases he
offers everything my clients and I require. He knows the law, he has an excellent understanding of brain injury, he handles
experts well, he is respected by his opposition and he has a good feel for what a judge is likely to do when presented with all
the available evidence. Gerard is also friendly, approachable and excellent at putting my client’s at ease and talking to them at
their level. Most importantly he will also fight when necessary to see that justice is done. Julie Reynolds, Julie Reynolds
Solicitors
“A personal injury and clinical negligence practitioner with expertise in severe brain injuries”. Legal 500, 2014
Qualifications and Appointments:
Cambridge, Law degree 2.1, 1974-1977
Chair of the board of trustees at a local children’s hospice.
Memberships:
PIBA
PNBA
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